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What is REX?
REX is the first Certificate of Deposit (CD) token on the Binance Smart Chain (BSC).
REX is also the first CD token that allows deposits to be easily transferred and
interest to be skimmed early. These two features combined lead to an innovative
unique selling point of REX: fixed deposit investment with maximum flexibility at
the same time. Asset growth plus passive income. For everyone.
In crypto speech, REX is a staking token, so participants buy REX and stake it over
time to earn more REX. The additional REX earned by stakers comes from new REX
that is minted each day, causing the REX supply to increase, or inflate, over time.
The REX token supply inflates by 12.9% per year. This inflation is created by the
contract and distributed to the stakers.

OUR GOAL
The aim of REX is to provide everyone with a simple, safe and
maximally flexible investment in cryptocurrency. REX does
not target risky speculators and venture capitalists. REX aims
to offer investors of all stripes - from small investors to
wealthy family businesses - a safe haven for their finances.
And at the same time, in times of fluctuating prices, rapidly
rising inflation figures and a global economy in upheaval, a
sustainably attractive investment opportunity.

GOAL

INNOVATIONS

"Anything worth having takes time."

REX is the world’s first staking token providing a native Decentralized Exchange
(DEX) for STAKES. Users may use the smart contract integrated functions to
offer, buy and sell STAKES, without any restrictions, intermediaries, controllers,
admins or any external service.
REX is the world’s first staking token where the user - and only the user - is in
full control of their STAKES, even while offering them on the integrated
Decentralized Exchange. This leads to a revolutionary zero counterparty risk
environment for trading STAKES.

THE CODE AND SMART CONTRACT
THE CODE
REX is immutable code, thoroughly tested, proven and made public.
REX source code (Solidity) is packed with English comments, so anybody
may understand it.
REX source code may be examined by everyone so they may decide whether
to interact with it.
THE SMART CONTRACT
REX is audited, tested, no-admin, built-to-last.
REX is completely non-custodial, immutable and has verifiable security.
REX is not controlled by any person, institution or organization.
REX provides several functions to interact with it via apps and websites.
REX has a standard user interface: the main website.

Once deployed, initialized and "ownershipRenounced,"
REX contracts have no functionality granted to the
deploying account and no administrative keys.
They are unchangeable forever. All users, including
the developers, have precisely equal access to the
contracts' functionality.

THE TOKENS
The REX smart contracts provide 3 different tokens
and their functionality: REX, TREX and MREX.

REX
MREX

REX Token
The Main Token
REX is the main token. It is fungible and transferable.

MREX Token
Boost Token #1
An address holding between 1 to 5 MREX gets:
1. Referral rewards: Earn up to 5% of the BUSD sent to auction
by a referee (1% per MREX). This reward is issued at the time
the BUSD is sent by the referee in to auction.
2. Auctions: Earn bonus of up to 10% more REX from auctions
(2% per MREX)
3. Native STAKE DEX: No buyer fee (2% of the stake’s price)
when holding MREX

TREX

TREX Token
Boost Token #2
An address holding 1 or more TREX gets:
1. Staking: 25% more SHARES when creating a stake
2. Auctions: 100% higher limit on BUSD sent to auction

THE TOKEN SUPPLY
The REX token
is inflationary, has no fixed supply, has no pre-minted supply
is minted by users and referrers after DAILY AUCTIONS
is minted by users when ending a stake or withdrawing staking rewards
is minted by contract when adding liquidity to the PancakeSwap REX-BUSD LP pair
is minted by users by claiming the airdrop from REX CLASSIC
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AUCTIONED REX
The main part of the supply is minted by participants of the daily auctions and
their referrers. The auctions will create (a maximum of) 17,000,000,000 REX in
the course of the 222 auction days. As those tokens will inflate during the
auction phase, the supply from auctions at the end of the auction phase will be a
little higher.
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DAILY LIQUIDITY REX
10% of the BUSD sent to the auctions is forwarded to the REX-BUSD Liquidty
Pool (LP pair) on PancakeSwap, together with the corresponding amount of new
REX, in several transactions throughout the day, whenever the BUSD amount to
send reaches or exceeds 500 BUSD - limited to 1000 BUSD per transaction. The
quantity of REX, which is minted and sent with the BUSD, depends upon the
amount of forwarded BUSD and the actual price ("reserves") on PancakeSwap.
The LP tokens are burnt, so the liquidity is forever locked and cannot be
withdrawn.
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LIQUIDITY PHASE REX
A portion (1/200) of the Initial Liquidty (if any) is forwarded to the REX-BUSD
Liqudity Pool (LP pair) on PancakeSwap, together with the corresponding
amount of new REX, in several (500 BUSD + x REX) transactions throughout the
day until the 1/200 is reached. The number of REX, which is minted and sent with
the BUSD, depends upon the amount of forwarded BUSD and the actual price
("reserves") on PancakeSwap. The LP tokens received are stored in the contract
and may be withdrawn by the liquidity providers when the auction phase has
ended.

THE REX TIMELINE
Time is tracked by the contracts in whole day

TIMELINE

increments, beginning at REX DAY 0.

DAY 0:

DAY 0: Initial Liquidity Phase (several days long)

DAY 1-222:

DAY 1-222: Daily Auction Phase

DAY 2-222:

DAY 2-222: REX claim phase (airdrop)

DAY 2:

DAY 2: Start of BUSD claim phase (airdrop)

DAY 1-250:

DAY 1-250: BUSD claim phase (referrals)

DAY 2-250:

DAY 2-250: BUSD claim phase (Big Pay Days)

DAY 2-259:

DAY 2-259: REX claim phase (auctions and referrals)

DAY 223:

DAY 223: Start of LP-TOKENS withdraw phase (Initial
Liquidity)

DAY 251:

DAY 251: All contract's BUSD are moved to TREASURY

DAY 252-258: DAY 252-258: BUSD claim phase (TREASURY)

THE DAILY AUCTION
The main part of REX supply is created and distributed via daily auctions. There are 222
auction days. Each auction day lasts 24 hours. The first auction takes place on REX DAY 1
(12:00:00 Cayman Islands time), the last auction takes place on REX DAY 222.
Each day an address may send BUSD to the contract to reserve REX.
An address may send BUSD every day, but only once a day.
Minimum participation amount = 100 BUSD
Maximum participation amount = 50,000 BUSD (per address per day)
The daily participation limit can be raised to 100,000 BUSD when holding TREX.
A user will receive 2% more REX from the auction for each MREX held in their wallet, up to 5
MREX - so the maximum bonus is 10% more REX from auction when holding 5 MREX.
Sending BUSD reserves a fraction of the daily auctioned REX. Also, addresses being used as
a referrer, reserve a fraction of the daily auctioned REX. The assigned REX may be minted
(or staked) on the next REX DAY.
Each day's auctioned REX are split amongst the auction participants and referrers of that
day, in direct proportion.

Example Auction Participation With MREX and a Referrer
Consider a user that made a reservation on a particular auction day by sending 100 BUSD
(whilst holding 5 MREX and providing a referrer address), the contract will count the 100
BUSD as 100 BUSD +10% (MREX bonus) +10% (referral bonus) = 120 BUSD as the investment of
the participant.

THE BIG PAY DAYS
75% of the BUSD tokens that are sent to DAILY AUCTIONS are
collected in the BUSD-POOL. Those BUSD in the BUSD-POOL are
randomly redistributed (made claimable) to the eligible addresses in
the form of Random Personal Big Pay Days. To be eligible for BPD, an
address needs to send BUSD to the daily auction and "Claim REX as a
stake" the next REX DAY (or any day thereafter).
Every 24 hours the DAILY AUCTIONS contract creates a new BPD
event, where randomly selected eligible addresses receive the right
to claim back (up to) 100% of their total invested BUSD - all the BUSD
that it has invested into the DAILY AUCTIONS to date
Limitations
1. If there are 50 or more than 50 addresses eligible and the payout
for a specific address exceeds 2% of the BUSD-POOL, the payout
will be limited to 2% of the BUSD-POOL. This cap at 2% of the
BUSD-POOL serves as whale protection and leads to the
advantage that at least 50 addresses will receive a BPD every day.
2. If a payout would exceed the BUSD remaining in the BUSD-POOL, it
will be limited to what is left in the pool.
3. An address may be hit only once per BPD event. However, an
address may be hit every time, again and again. Therefore, it is
possible that - over several BPD events - an address might receive
more BUSD back than it has ever sent.

THE REFERRAL SYSTEM
REFEREE BONUS: 10% IN REX
If an auction participant (the "referee") has set a referrer, the participant
receives a bonus of 10% more REX from that auction.
The same 10% bonus amount of REX is also credited to the referrer.
An address cannot refer itself. This is handled as non-referral.
It is not necessary for a referrer address to have taken part in an auction itself.
Users may provide a different referral address with every new auction
reservation.

REFERRER BONUS: 10% IN REX
The 10% more REX that a referee gets is also the amount of REX for the referrer.

MREX HOLDER BONUS:
Earn up to 5% of the BUSD sent to auction by a referee (1% per MREX). This
reward is issued at the time the BUSD is sent by the referee in to auction.

LIMITATION:
The REX credited from referrals must be claimed by REX DAY 259 or it is lost.

THE NATIVE STAKE DEX
REX provides its own native decentralized exchange ("DEX") for stakes, where users may offer their
stakes for sale. This is implemented in the DEX contract.
When offering a stake, the user must set a desired BUSD price (5 BUSD minimum) and an offer
duration from 1 to 30 days, where the scheduled end of the offer must be before the stake’s maturity
date.
Offering a stake will list the stake on the DEX (in the DEX contract) and set the offered stake inactive,
so the user can’t transfer, rename, end or split the stake, nor withdraw staking rewards during the
time of the offering. The offered stake will be buyable by other users until the offer has expired or the
user has revoked it.
A stake offer may be revoked by the seller anytime within the offer duration, unless a buyer has
bought it.
Successfully buying a stake creates for the buyer a new active stake with the exact properties of the
offered stake, with the description set to "Bought on DEX" and closes the offered stake of the seller.
If the offered stake isn’t sold before expiry, the seller must actively revoke the offer to restore the
original name of the stake and reactivate it.

⚠️ A stake must have fulfilled at least 10% of the staking duration to be offered.
⚠️ Stake offers may be submitted from REX DAY 111 (DEX activation day).
⚠️ Stakes that have any of their staking rewards withdrawn can’t be offered.
⚠️ Buying a stake incurs a fee of 2% of the stake’s BUSD price for the buyer.
Fee usage: 1% goes to MARKETING FUND and 1% goes to DEV FUND.
MREX HOLDER BONUS:
If the buyer holds (at least one) MREX, the fee of 2% of the stake’s BUSD price will not be charged.

THE AUDITS + SECURITY

A security audit was conducted by
Certik. This audit reviewed and
addressed any security related issues
with the project.

Solidity.Finance conducted the
economic/tokenomic audit for the
project.

Skynet

Certik's Skynet security suite will
continuously monitor REX after
launch. It will scan for new threats
using a real-time threat database. It
will also monitor for suspicious
transactions.

Take the right time
to get the job done
perfectly.

REX.IO
Live more, worry less.

